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In this rhyming poetic picture book, explore the wonders of natural cooperation between plants,

animals and insects. Flowers Are Calling by Rita Gray and illustrated by Kenard Pak is "a

sophisticated blend of scientific information and artistry" (Publishers Weekly).Flowers

are calling to all the animals of the forest, "Drink me!"—but it’s the pollinators who feast on their

nectar.In rhyming poetic form and with luminous artwork, this book shows us the marvel of

natural cooperation between plants, animals, and insects as they each play their part in the

forest's cycle of life.

"Pak's pretty, digitally worked watercolors achieve equilibrium between stylized reduction and

naturalistic verisimilitude." —Kirkus "A sophisticated blend of scientific information and

artistry." —Publishers Weekly "Beautifully subdued watercolor and digital media illustrations,

at times reminiscnet of Jon Klassen's work, will draw readers into the text about symbiotic

relationship between flowers and their pollinators." —Booklist --This text refers to the hardcover

edition.About the AuthorRita Gray is the author of several acclaimed picture books for children.

Raised in Southern California, she studied Psychology and Social Work in New York City,

where she lives today with her family. During this time, along with knowledgeable teachers,

artists and therapists, Rita worked with children and their families. She came to understand

that a good book "holds an experience for a child, one that can be visited again and again".

Visit her website at ritagrayreads.com.Kenard Pak is a picture book and book cover illustrator.

Raised in Maryland, he studied at Syracuse University and eventually moved west to study at

California Institute of the Arts. In Los Angeles he worked as an artist on many films with

Dreamworks and Walt Disney Feature Animation. Along with his wife who is a writer, Kenard

now lives and works in San Francisco. Visit his website at pandagun.com. --This text refers to

the hardcover edition.
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Goodbye Winter, Hello Spring, Goodbye Summer, Hello Autumn, Goodbye Autumn, Hello

Winter, On The Horizon, We Are the Gardeners, The Honeybee, Up in the Garden and Down

in the Dirt: (Nature Book for Kids, Gardening and Vegetable Planting, Outdoor Nature Book),

Jackrabbit McCabe and the Electric Telegraph, All the Water in the World, Drum City, Next

Time You See a Maple Seed, We Planted a Tree, Because of an Acorn: (Nature Autumn Books

for Children, Picture Books about Acorn Trees), Who Will Plant a Tree?

Ruby's Heemah, “I wanted to love this book!. However, as a review mentioned above, there are

pages of this book which are very difficult to read without a bright light. Kenard Pak is one of

our favorite illustrators, and the illustrations are lovely. I am not sure with whom the problem

lies. The illustrations are beautiful when backlit by a device like an iPad, but often fall too flat on

a printed page, and as a result, some of the illustrations are difficult to see without the

assistance of bright light. If you are reading it on a brightly lit sunny day, I’m sure it is fine. On a

dreary day in Ohio, we need a reading lamp to truly see the beauty in this book. In spite of the

struggle, I’m sure we will read it again and again for the playful, informative text and flower

reference pages. EDIT: I initially had only three stars for this book, but decided it is worth four!”

wifemeetslife, “Beautiful book about pollinators. Flowers Are Calling is a beautifully illustrated

book about different kinds of pollinators. It's simple enough for young children to understand,

and it shows that not just bees have a relationship with flowers!I have always admired Kenard

Pak's artwork, and Rita Gray's simple rhyming text makes this a gorgeous book to read to little

ones. My 2 year old loves to sit and listen to this book.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Beautiful. Just a beautiful book, very sweet”

Carla Tuttle, “Perfect for pollinators. Beautiful pictures! This book has been one of my students'

favorites this year.”

Reader, “Really cute book. Bought it for grandson as he .... Really cute book. Bought it for

grandson as he LOVES flowers. A little too advanced for someone under 16 months, but he

has become more interested recently (19 months).”

Beazon, “Beautiful. What a beautiful and thoughtful book!”

WISCONSIN MOM, “Fabulous. Poetic and beautiful. I am eager for summer to arrive to share

this with my group”

The book by Kenard Pak has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 87 people have provided feedback.
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